Dielectric constant of sickle cell hemoglobin. Dielectric properties of sickle cell hemoglobin in solution and gel.
The dielectric constants of sickle cell hemoglobin were determined before and after gelation. The dielectric properties of oxy and deoxy sickle cell hemoglobin in solution are nearly identical to those of oxy and deoxy hemoglobin A. Only in the gel state did deoxy sickle cell hemoglobin display dielectric behavior different from that in solution. Upon gelation of deoxy sickle cell hemoglobin, the dielectric constant showed a marked decrease, and the relaxation frequency shifted towards higher frequencies. This result suggests that dielectric constant measurement can be used for the investigation of the kinetics of polymerization of sickle cell hemoglobin molecules. Despite the marked decrease in the dielectric constant, deoxy sickle cell hemoglobin still showed a well-defined dielectric dispersion even in the gel state. This indicates that individual molecules have considerable freedom of rotation in gels. It was observed that the dielectric properties of gelled deoxy sickle cell hemoglobin were affected by electrical fields at the level of 10 to 20 V/cm. This observation suggests that electrical fields of moderate strengths are able to perturb the gel structure if the system is near the transition region. The non-linear electrical behavior of gelled sickle cell hemoglobin will be discussed further in subsequent papers.